We study the effects of ions on the reorientation dynamics of liquid water with polarization-resolved femtosecond mid-infared spectroscopy. We probe the anisotropy of the excitation of the O-D stretch vibration of HDO molecules in solutions of NaCl, NaI and N(alkyl) 4 Br (tetra-alkylammoniumbromide) salts in 8% 
water molecules, and these collective dynamics are hindered by the presence of the hydrophobe [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper we study the effects of different ions on the orientational mobility of water molecules. We probe these dynamics with polarization-resolved femtosecond mid-infrared spectroscopy. We study the combined effects of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions on the dynamics of water by measuring the dynamics of water in the hydration shells of different N(alkyl) 4 + (tetraalkylammonium) ions.
Experiment
We study the dynamics of water molecules in salt solutions by monitoring the reorientation of HDO molecules in isotopically diluted water (4% D 2 O in H 2 O = 8% HDO:H 2 O). These orientational dynamics are measured by probing the anisotropy dynamics of excited O-D vibrations with polarization-resolved femtosecond mid-infrared (fs-IR) pump-probe spectroscopy. This technique requires intense femtosecond light pulses at a wavelength of 4 µm (2500 cm −1 ). These pulses are obtained via parametric amplification processes that are pumped by the pulses of a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Spectraphysics Hurricane).
The Ti:sapphire laser system generates pulses at a wavelength of 800 nm with a pulse energy of ∼900 µJ at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The output of the laser is split into two parts. The first part is used to pump a white-light seeded Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) based on a β-bariumborate (BBO) crystal (Spectra Physics). The BBO crystal is angle tuned to generate light at 1.3 µ (signal) and 2 µm (idler). The idler is frequency doubled in a second BBO crystal to a wavelength of 1 µm. This 1 µm pulse is used as a seed in a parametric amplification process in a potassium niobate crystal (KNB) crystal that is pumped with the remaining part of the 800 nm beam. In this latter process pulses are generated with a central wavelength of 4 µm, a pulse energy of 5 µJ, and a pulse duration of 120 femtoseconds.
The 4 µm pulses are sent onto a wedged CaF 2 plate. The transmitted part (∼90 %) serves as the pump in the polarization-resolved pump-probe experiment. The reflection from the front side is sent into a variable delay stage with a resolution of 3 fs. This fraction forms the probe. With the delay stage we vary the time delay t between pump and probe. The reflection from the back side of the wedged CaF 2 plate serves as a reference. The pump is transmitted through a λ/2 plate to rotate its polarization at 45 degrees with respect to the probe. The pump, probe and reference are all focussed in the sample using a gold-coated parabolic mirror, but only the pump and the probe are in spatial overlap. After the sample, the probe and the reference are dispersed with an Oriel monochromator and detected with the two lines of an Infrared Associates 2×32 MCT (mercury-cadmium-telluride) detector array. The measurement of the reference thus allows for a frequency-resolved correction for shot-to-shot fluctuations of the probe-pulse energy.
The pump promotes population from the equilibrium ground-state v = 0 to the first excited state v = 1. This excitation leads to a bleaching signal and stimulated emission at frequencies matching the v = 0 → 1 transition, and to an induced absorption at frequencies matching the v = 1 → 2 transition. The pump pulse will preferentially excite O-D groups of which the transition dipole moment is oriented parallel to the polarization of the pump pulse. Hence, the excitation will be anisotropic. After the sample, the polarization components of the probe parallel and perpendicular to the polarization of the pump are selected with a polarizer mounted on a rotation stage. Thereby we obtain the pump-induced transient absorption changes for both polarization directions: ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t). These absorption changes are used to determine the anisotropy of the O-D excitation:
with R(ω, t) the anisotropy of the excitation that depends on the probe frequency ω and the delay time t between pump and probe. The denominator of the above expression represents the socalled isotropic signal and serves to divide out the decay of ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t) due to the vibrational relaxation of the O-D excitation. As a result, R(ω, t) only reflects the orientational dynamics of excited O-D vibrations. In the case of isotopically diluted samples, the dynamics of R(ω, t) only represents the molecular reorientation of the O-D groups of the HDO molecules. We use the above described technique to study the anisotropy dynamics of HDO molecules in solutions of NaCl, NaI and different N(alkyl) 4 Br salts in 8% HDO:H 2 O. All salts were of ≥99.5% purity and were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. D 2 O was also purchased from Sigma Aldrich and has a purity of ≥99.99%. The sample cell consisted of two 4 mm calcium fluoride windows which were pressed against each other with a teflon spacer in between. To keep the infrared transmission around 10% we used spacers of 25 µm for the samples with low salt concentrations and 50 µm for the samples with high salt concentrations. All concentrations in this paper are denoted in moles of solute per kilogram of solvent (molality). In previous work it was found that the vibrational relaxation dynamics of salt solutions containing Cl − , Br − , or I − ions consists of two distinct components [14, 15] . time constant τ eq . Each of the states has a specific associated difference spectrum with respect to the ground state. The shapes of the difference spectra are fitted to the measured transient spectra at all different delay times. The fitted difference spectra do not change in shape as a function of delay time, they only change in amplitude following the relaxation dynamics of the kinetic model that is schematically depicted in Fig. 2 .
In the kinetic modeling we included the effects of exchange between the anion hydration shell and the bulk. Recently this exchange was studied for aqueous solutions of NaBF 4 [18] and NaClO 4 [19, 20] . The time constant of the switching from the hydration shell of the anion to the bulk was found to be ∼7 ps for BF with increasing salt concentration. Fig. 3 presents the results of a fit of the above described kinetic model to the data shown in To obtain the anisotropy dynamics of the excited O-D stretch vibrations we need to subtract the delay-time dependent contribution of the heated ground state from the measured transient spectra. The spectral response associated with the final heated ground state is observed to be isotropic, meaning that we have to subtract the same amplitude for this spectrum from the measured ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t). The resulting ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t) are then used to construct the delay-time dependent anisotropy of the O-D stretch vibrations using equation (1). In Fig. 4 we show the thus obtained anisotropy dynamics measured for solutions of different concentrations of NaCl and NaI. For both types of salt solutions it is observed that the anisotropy dynamics become slower with increasing salt concentration. For the NaCl solutions this effect is more pronounced than for the NaI solutions. To this purpose, we construct the difference spectrum D(ω, t) between ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t).
It can easily be shown that D(ω, t) is proportional to the weighted sum of the anisotropy values R i of the different spectral components, the weighing factor of each component given by the product of the spectral amplitude σ i (ω) at frequency ω and the population N i (t) of the component at delay time t:
The spectra σ i (ω) and the populations N i (t) are obtained from the fit of the isotropic data. Using these spectra and populations we can determine the time-dependent anisotropy R i (t) of each of the contributing spectral components. This approach assumes that the anisotropy dynamics is the same at all frequencies within the spectrum σ i (ω) of each component. In this analysis we only In Fig. 6 we compare the R A (t) curves of solutions of 4 m NaI and 4 m NaCl. It is seen that the dynamics are quite similar, both anisotropy decay curves can be fitted well with a bi-exponential function with time constants of 2 and 9 ps. However, the amplitude of the fast component is larger for the 4 m NaCl solution than for the 4 m NaI solution. dynamics of the water molecules in their hydration shells. However, at this point it should be noted that in the present experiments we only study the orientational motions of the hydroxyl groups of the water molecules. Cations do show a strong effect on the reorientation of the dipole moments of the water molecules, as has been observed with dielectric relaxation studies [24, 25] . In these studies it was found that cations like Li + , Na + and Mg 2+ fix the orientation of the dipole moment of a number of water molecules in their first hydration shell. The present work demonstrates that the hydroxyl groups of these water molecules remain quite mobile, meaning that these groups must reorient in a propeller-like motion around the dipole that is fixed by the electric field of the cation [26] .
In previous studies we found that hydrophobic molecular groups strongly affect the reorientation dynamics of water [27] [28] [29] . The addition of amphiphilic molecules to water like trimethylaminoxide (TMAO) and tetramethylurea (TMU) was observed to lead to a strong slowing down of the reorientation dynamics of a number of water molecules. These molecules could be dissolved in water up to high concentrations due to the presence of a polar group in the molecule. At low concentrations, the fraction of slow water scales with the concentration and with the size of the hydrophobic part of the solute. At high concentrations, saturation effects occur which can be very pronounced in case the solutes cluster, as is for instance the case for TMU.
We investigate whether ions containing hydrophobic molecular groups can have similar strong effects on the orientation dynamics of water. In Fig. 8 we show the anisotropy of the O-D stretch vibration of HDO molecules for 1 m solutions of different N(alkyl) 4 Br (tetraalkylammoniumbromide) salts in 8% HDO:H 2 O. These anisotropy curves are obtained in a similar way as the curves of Fig. 4 , meaning that the anisotropy is constructed after the measured ∆α (ω, t) and ∆α ⊥ (ω, t) have been corrected for the contribution of the ingrowing final heated observations we conclude that the slow water molecules are hydrating these alkyl groups. Hence, the effects observed of these hydrophobic groups on the dynamics of water are quite similar to the effects we observed before for uncharged amphiphilic solutes like TMAO and TMU [27] [28] [29] .
The presence of a positive charge on the N(alkyl) 4 + ion apparently does not change the effects of As the butyl tails of the ions cluster, less of their surface will be exposed to water, and this will reduce the amount of water being affected in its reorientation dynamics. Apparently, the hydrophobic driving force for clustering of the butyl groups of the N(C 4 H 9 ) 4 + ions is stronger than the coulombic repulsion of the positive charges of these ions.
Conclusions
We studied the effects of ions on the reorientation dynamics of water using polarizationresolved femtosecond mid-infrared pump-probe spectroscopy. In these experiments we probe the anisotropy dynamics of the O-D stretch vibration of HDO molecules of solutions of salts dissolved in 8% HDO:H 2 O. For solutions of NaCl and NaI we observe a moderate slowing down of the anisotropy dynamics and thus of the reorientation of the water molecules. We were able to distinguish the reorientation dynamics of the O-D groups forming hydrogen bonds to other water molecules from the dynamics of the O-D groups that form a hydrogen bond to the halogenic anion.
The fraction of water molecules forming a hydrogen bond to another water molecule includes the water molecules in the first hydration shells of the Na + cations. For these water molecules we observe surprisingly little effect of the interactions with the ions on the reorientation dynamics.
Even at high salt concentrations, the O-D groups in the hydration shell of Na + show reorientation dynamics that are quite similar to the dynamics observed for neat liquid water, i.e. the orientational correlation function shows a single exponential decay with a time constant of ∼2.5 ps. However, previous dielectric relaxation studies showed that Na + does slow down the reorientation of the dipole moments of the water molecules in the first hydration shell [24, 25] . Hence, the hydroxyl groups of these water molecules likely reorient in a propeller-like motion around the water dipoles that are fixed by the electric field of Na + .
The anisotropy of the O-D groups that are hydrogen bonded to Cl − or I − decays on two different time scales. The first time scale of ∼2 ps is associated with a wobbling motion of the O-D group that keeps the hydrogen bond to the Cl − or I − anion intact. This wobbling motion leads to a partial decay of the anisotropy. The amplitude of this fast component is larger for I − than for Cl − , which can be explained from the fact that the larger I − ion allows for a larger wobbling angle while keeping the hydrogen bond intact, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The second time scale of ∼9 ps of the anisotropy decay can result from the diffusion motion of the intact O-D group over the surface of the ion, from the reorientation of the complete ion hydration shell, and from the switching of O-D groups into the hydration shell of the anion. In previous studies only the ∼9 ps component was observed, and from this observation it was concluded that the solvation shell is rather rigid. In this study we could for the first time separate the dynamics of the water molecules in the hydration shell of chloride and iodide from that of the other water molecules at all delay times. We thus find that the dynamics of the water molecules in the hydration shell of chloride and iodide are dominated by a large-amplitude wobbling motion. This is an important result as it demonstrates the deformable character of these hydration shells.
We observe a very strong slowing down of the water reorientation dynamics for solutions of N(alkyl) 4 Br (tetra-alkylammoniumbromide) salts. For these solutions we observe a fraction of slow water with a reorientation time constant >10 ps. This fraction increases with the concentration of dissolved salt and with the size of the alkyl groups of the N(alkyl) 4 + ions. These slow water molecules are thus likely hydrating the hydrophobic parts of the N(alkyl) 4 + ions. Hydrophobic molecular groups thus have a very strong effect on the dynamics of water, even when these hydrophobic groups are embedded in an ion. We thus find that the effects of hydrophobic molecular groups on the dynamics of water are much stronger than the electrostatic effects of ions. This is an important result as the influence of hydrophobic and charged groups on water plays a crucial role in the self-organizing dynamics of biomolecular systems like proteins and membranes. For solutions of N(C 4 H 9 ) 4 Br (tetra-butylammoniumbromide) we observe a strong saturation effect of the fraction of slow water with concentration, which indicates that these ions cluster, in spite of the coulombic repulsion of the positive charges of the N(C 4 H 9 ) 4 + ions.
